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CORDLESS

3 1IN

The Hybrid 3in1 is the unique system on the market. 

Transform in 30 seconds the battery Duplex into a Standard Duplex 
(mains cable) by just replacing the battery with the Hybrid box. 

Additionally, you can connect the Steam generator and transform 
the machine in a Steam machine. 

Battery + +Mains cable Steam



t e c h n o l o g yYBRIDH batterybattery

340 DC 420 DC

   The Hybrid box allows the 
machine to run with mains cable 
and Steam for non-sto working 

  Up to 80 mins
  2 hours charging time
  48V superior power
  Quick battery change

  Up to 50 mins
  1 hour charging time
  48V superior power
  Quick battery change

Unparalleled cleaning performance 800RPM + 30kg brush pressure + ultrabrush

Two battery options (80 or 50 mins)

Reduce handle weight tanks to the patent pending WRS system

2-1 h quick charge

WRS®

Weight 
Reduction 
System
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MUST-HAVE MACHINE
• Daily cleaning Duplex machines are extremely easy to 

use so they can be used also for daily cleaning.
• Deep cleaning Duplex machines have high cleaning 

performances compared to others.
• Renovation/Restoring Many floors can be 

restored to original look thanks to the high cleaning 
performances without the need for heavy machines or 
additional specialized equipment).

• Dirty water recovery Duplex machines also recover 
dirty water resulting in 2x time saving compared to 
machines that need external recovery systems).

• Extreme maneuverability Duplex machines can
• be used with the same ease of a mop also on highly 

textured floors transforming heavy duty applications like 
carpet cleaning or stone floor renovation in a simple and 
effortless process.

ONE MACHINE, ALL FLOORS
Duplex machines are an “ALL-IN-ONE” solution for the user.
One machine can work on all floors including ceramic, vinyl, 
wood, carpet, and many others.
One machine can provide daily maintenance, deep cleaning 
and restoring without the need of aggressive chemicals or 
special brushes.

MULTI-PURPOSEMULTI-PURPOSE

New brushes for deep 
cleaning, renovation and 
heavy duty applications

The new Ultrabrush used on the 
Battery machines will deliver 
unparalleled cleaning results

Ultrabrush
Max

(high abrasive)

Ultrabrush
Med

(medium abrasive)

Ultrabrush
Soft

(non abrasive)
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